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The Global Watch Weekly (GWW) is commi ed to providing disclosure on poli cal,
social, economic and technological events which are leading the world into a
biblically prophesied Orwellian nightmare. It is an online magazine, which goes out
to thousands of members world‐wide. There have been over 200+ GWW edi ons
issued all jus fying the Bible as an inspired authority on mapping out proof of a
coming one world government agenda, which will ul mately be overthrown
through the establishment of God's messianic kingdom.
The ul mate aim of the Global Watch Weekly is to show that despite some
scathing a acks over the last few decades on the authen city of the Chris an faith,
that the Bible s ll stands as a dominant inspired book which makes incredible and
pinpoint prophecies about the end mes which are being accurately fulfilled in our
life me.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
“The Number one weekly report which
provides concrete evidence of a New World
Order & One World Government agenda”
This special edi on is a FREE report. Please
spread it as much as possible and let others
know about the website above.

INTRODUCTION
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
It’s great to be back with a new edition of the global watch weekly. We took a 2 month break to
focus on our bundle recycling project. With that now complete, the global watch weekly is back up
and firing on all cylinders and new editions will be issued every weekend.
In this edition we wanted to provide a review of two movies that we watched last month. The
movies are called “Split” and “Astral” and if these are movies that you may want to watch in the
future you may wish to come back to this review after you have watched them as there are major
spoilers ahead.
So again a warning. There are spoilers ahead for these two movies, “Split” and “Astral”.

Obviously with the likes of Netflix, Amazon Movie Prime and other online movie streaming
services, today people have access to movie content unlike any other previous generation. Whilst
we do not have the resources to critique every movie we believe needs to be analysed there are
times where the weight of insight in the movie is such that we just have to do it.
“Split” and “Astral” are two movies with two completely different story lines yet still connected by
some powerful messages which need to be critiqued from a biblical perspective. A movie is a
movie and we try to avoid the trap of continually watching these types of movies for
entertainments sake, but every so often we come across some movies which we believe provide
enough content for us to see the importance of deciphering the messages and educating our
members.
Mental disorder is a massive problem across much of the world population as more and more
people are being exiled to mental institutions for a whole variety of reasons ranging from the
effect of abnormal chemical balances in their brain to hearing voices telling them to commit
terrible and despicable acts.
Allied to this is the growing awareness within the population that we are possibly more than just a
temporal material being. And so we see the rise across sport, health and nutrition and the
corporate world, increasing numbers of people believing that they can gain an edge in the
physical world by connecting with their spiritual inner being. Unfortunately without a Biblical
centred context this awareness comes with immense danger as we will see.
Trust you enjoy.
Kevin Farringdon (Chief Editor of the Global Watch Weekly
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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DISTURBING
A REVIEW OF THE MOVIE “SPLIT”
The 2017 movie “Split” was directed by M. Night
Shyamalan and stars James McAvoy as a man
with 23 distinct personalities, Anya Taylor-Joy as
Casey Cooke, Betty Buckley as Dr. Karen
Fletcher, Haley Lu Richardson as Claire Benoit,
Jessica Sula as Marcia, et al.

Academy Award for Best Director and the
Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay.
Afterward, Shyamalan released a series of poorly
received but sometimes financially successful
movies, including the dark fantasy Lady in the
Water (2006), the eco-thriller The Happening
(2008), The Last Airbender (2010) (an adaptation
of the animated TV series Avatar: The Last
Airbender), and the science fiction film After
Earth (2013). Following the financial failure of
After Earth, Shyamalan's career was revived with
the release of the found footage horror film The
Visit (2015) and the psychological thriller Split
(2017). His latest film is the superhero thriller
Glass (2019).
It is no surprise that “Split” literally
revive his directing career. It is clearly
best directed movies within the
supernatural horror/thriller but it also
myriad of controversial topics.

helped to
one of the
genre of
crosses a

The premise of the movie is the issue of what
used to be termed multiple personality disorder
and is now known as dissociative identity
disorder (DID). The movie notes that this is quite
a controversial issue within psychology and
psychiatry with most professionals in that field
concluding that there really is no such thing as
actual multiple personalities which may be why
they prefer to opt for dissociative identities.
Before we tackle this movie it is probably best to
first address who M Night Shyamalan is. Manoj
Nelliyattu (M. Night Shyamalan), born August 6,
1970), is an American filmmaker and actor. He is
known for making films with contemporary
supernatural plots and twist endings. He was
born in Mahé, Puducherry, India and raised in
Penn Valley, Pennsylvania.

Within the movie Split, Betty Buckley’s character
Dr. Karen Fletcher argues in favor of the reality of
DID and claims that it is the next step in human
evolution. She also speculates that DID may
explain our experience with the supernatural.

He made his directorial debut in 1992 with his
first movie Praying with Anger. His second movie
was the comedy-drama film Wide Awake (1998).
His most well-received films include the
supernatural thriller The Sixth Sense (1999), the
superhero thriller Unbreakable (2000), the
science fiction thriller Signs (2002) and the thriller
The Village (2004). For The Sixth Sense,
Shyamalan received a nomination for the
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DISTURBING
Many of us struggle with an incessant internal
dialogue. It is difficult to gain control when
conflicting emotions clash and pull us in every
which direction. For Kevin Crumb in M. Night
Shyamalan’s Split, he must grapple with entire
entities, different people, as they seek to exercise
their will in his body. His dissociative identity
disorder (DID) is extreme and laces itself deep
into every facet of his being. He must fight to
regain control, before he becomes something
much worse and hurts those around him.

This quote is interesting because it is now
commonly believed that we live in an era where
we have actually begun to deconstruct ourselves.
Within that context, a cauldron mixture of
transhumanism, occultism and evolution results
in the claim that gender is a social construct
Thus, or so we are all but required to conclude,
gender fluidity is settled science since DNA,
biology, genetics, etc. in no way determine
truthful facts but perception is king: subjective,
tentative, intrinsic, personal opinion shall be the
whole of the law.
The point is that this diabolical cauldron of
transhumanism, new age thought and occultism
presumes that perception literally molds reality
and in fact, actual factual reality must be denied
and perception must be accepted even if and
especially when perception contradicts reality.

After being kidnapped by Dennis, a personality of
Kevin, three young girls, Casey (Anna TaylorJoy), Claire (Haley Lu Richardson), and Marisa
(Jessica Sula) realize their captor has sinister
plans. After meeting Miss Patricia and Hedwig,
more alternative personalities of Kevin, it is
revealed that inside Kevin’s body resides 23
personalities, each different from the last and
each with its own agenda. A 24th personality,
named ‘The Beast’ by the other personalities, is
said to be coming soon and that the girls will be
sacrificed in order to welcome him. With this
knowledge, one of the girls, Casey, comes to
understand that the key to their survival also lies
in the man who brought them here.
An interesting review of the movie concept was
posted by bcheights.com in January 2017.
“Thematically, Split touches on some interesting notions of
evolution and the self. As characterized by Kevin and his
personalities, those who are broken or splintered have
more virtue as they have experienced the most change
internally. They are required to rebuild themselves, a form
a self-mutation—a necessary step in evolution. The
mutations are, in this framework, what make us more
human. These themes of the next line in human evolution
are interesting ones in our world as ideas about
transhumanism become more commonplace and
mainstream.”

This is where LGBTQIAP+ gender issues
correlate with the movie as Dr. Fletcher insists
that even though 23 personalities inhabit the one
single body of the James McAvoy character each
has the ability to effect reality. For example, one
personality is diabetic and the others are not, one
personality can induce high cholesterol and the
others not, etc.
It is known down through history that people have
a natural instinct when pushed where we go into
survival mode and can do things we could never
do. You hear stories of people who are running
away from a horrible incident, maybe they were
kidnapped and escaped maybe a killer was after
them but they said things like they were able to
run for miles without stopping.
Dr Fletcher in the movie mentions how one
patient was blind and could see because of her
other personalities. Or how one is allergic to bees
but other personalities weren’t.
It is well documented that people can cure
themselves simply by believing they are being
cured. Doctors have done tests where they gave
one half of a study group medicine and the other
half fake pills (placebo) that did nothing. They
didn’t tell anyone which group they were in. They
noticed that some people in the placebo group
showed signs of improvement as if the pills were
actually working.
5
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The point is that this all plays into the hands of
transhumanist thinking which is that the next step
in human evolution is that perception literally
molds and shapes reality. Moreover, the claim is
not solely that it does so not only in an abstract
manner such as having an idea and carrying a
plan out into an action but that the idea itself has
the intrinsic power to do the job.

coming to Earth, with Kevin serving as his
primary false prophet? It’s not that unlikely.
Shyamalan once planned a trilogy of "Night
Chronicles" films about "the intersection of the
supernatural and the modern world." The failure
of the first film, Devil, led to the death of the
"Night Chronicles" branding—but that doesn’t
necessarily mean the original concept is dead.

Such, in fact, has been the traditional definition of
magic when referring to actual, true and serious
occultism. Our rebellion against God has reached
the point at which we claim that “In the beginning,
we re-created the heavens and the Earth.”

When the beast personality takes over Kevin’s
body there is a notable physical transformation
akin to demonic possession leading to him being
able to crawl up a wall to the ceiling as well as
being able to bend bars of iron

The closure of the movie was where the
undertones of occultism and the dark side of
transhumanism began to surface with the
revelation of Kevin’s final personality.
We wouldn’t want to hang out with any of Kevin’s
23 personalities—but as far as we can tell, the
biggest threat Kevin poses comes in his repeated
invocation of a 24th personality, which he calls
"The Beast," and which seems to frighten the
other 23. "The world will understand now. The
Beast is real," says Kevin in the movie.

Whilst the secular world will look at this movie
from a secularist viewpoint, focusing on M,
Shamalyan’s attempt to use this movie as a
prelude to the movie “Unbreakable”, from a
spiritual perspective the movie does make you
wonder about the whole issue of mental disorder.
Whilst we cannot label every mental health
patient as demon possessed it does make one
wonder how strongly the supernatural is linked to
mental health in regards to its influence.

But isn’t it possible that something even crazier is
going on? In both premise and structure, Split
resembles a previous genre-bending hit 10
Cloverfield Lane, which similarly relied on the
limited, claustrophobic perspective of a
kidnapping victim to make us question what was
actually happening in the world above. And
Kevin’s mental illness doesn’t necessarily make
him wrong about everything else, right? Could
this seemingly grounded thriller take a secret,
supernatural twist?
This is where a prophetic analogy could be made
with the revelation of this “Beast”. What if The
Beast is what it sounds like—the Antichrist

Clearly mental health is impacted by genetics,
physiology and the chemical balance within the
brain. However there is another side where
clearly what is going on is more than just to do
with physiological imbalances within the body.
In fact it is this assertion that is the reason behind
the opening scene in the next movie review.
For now the movie “Split” was very insightful.
What started off as a movie about a man within a
mental disorder involved in abduction clearly
strayed into the area of transhumanism and
demonic possession by the time the movie was
coming to an end. It was a massive surprise for
us but maybe we should have seen this coming!
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DISTURBING
A REVIEW OF THE MOVIE “ASTRAL”

you are establishing a gateway between the
physical world and the spirit world.
However the practice has also been noted for
significant dangers not just by traditional
conservative faiths like Christianity, Judaism and
Islam which teach heavily against such practices,
but also by people operating within this area as
Psychics, Clairvoyants and Medium’s.
What we found interesting was that the opening
to the film contained a warning which stated.

The second movie review is another disturbing
insight. Now what’s interesting about this movie
is that the British director Chris Mul, is not a
Christian, yet bases the outline of the story on
what he has found through his own experiences
and independent study and research into the
area of astral projection. Here is what he had to
say about where his inspiration for the film came
from in an interview with horrorgeeklife.com
“My brother is currently writing a book about the history of
mankind, and whilst he was writing it, he was looking into
spirituality and religions and came across the notion of
astral projection. He actually decided to try it himself, and
during his undertaking he experienced a number of
frightening hallucinations. Things like waking up in the
middle of the night and suffering from sleep paralysis,
feeling an entity breathing over his neck and growling, or
the bed would violently shake and he would wake up in the
morning and look at the scratch marks on the floor where
the bed had shook.
I was living with him at the time, he hadn’t told [our
housemates] about what he was doing, and they started to
see things themselves. And when he realised they had, we
discussed using the idea of that as a narrative through-line
to tell a psychological, paranormal thriller.”

Essentially, astral projection is the name given to
a process of deep meditation which allows your
spirit to actually leave your body and move into a
spiritual plane where you are able to move
around without physical constraint, pass through
walls and observe your own body as well as
other happenings going on within the physical
world that you have departed from. Essentially

The film then opens with a staidly upsetting
suicide scene that is lit and lensed exquisitely
and sets the austere tone for things to come.
Joel (Darwin Shaw) and Claire Harmann
(Catherine Steadman) live in a small flat with
their single son, Alex (Dillane). With her husband
sound asleep in the middle of the night, Claire
calmly climbs the stairs, grabs bed-sheet and
proceeds to hang herself without explanation. It’s
a horrible opener.
Cut to the present, where we find Alex all grown
up with grungy hair and a soporific demeanor,
attending a posh English university. Alex knows
his mother is dead, but is unaware that she took
her own life and why. In his science class,
Professor Powell (Trevor White) gives a lecture
about human consciousness and out of body
experiences. He explains many methods of
achieving
such
are
possible,
including
psychedelic drugs, near death experiences, or
more extremely, astral projection.
Alex takes an instant shine to the latter option,
hitting the library for research books on the
matter. His budding girlfriend Alyssa (Vanessa
Grasse) shows her concern, while his classmates
Jordan (Damson Idris), Ben (Ned Porteous) and
Karina (Jennifer Brooke) tease him about the
idea. Soon, Alex begins a series of astral
projection trials alone in his bedroom. With little
to show for at first, Alex is soon victimized by an
increasing presence of supernatural sightings
even after he decides to stop the activity.
7
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Unfortunately he doesn’t realize that by
establishing a gateway he cannot just say “I don’t
like this and will stop it by no longer performing
the activity”

Obviously in the closing scenes there are glowing
theological contradictions such as the spiritualist
pleading the protection of God and the holy
Trinity before going through process. The
practice of being a spiritualist and making contact
with the dead is forbidden in scripture so clearly
its contradictory to have someone adopting such
practices whilst still calling out to the God of the
Bible for protection.
Now here is the part why this movie was of such
great significance.

One of the most profound scenes in the movie is
where he seeks the help of a psychiatrist who
has been researching the phenomenon of astral
projection. Initially the doctor provides online
counselling and urges Alex to stop the activity.
However it would seem Alex’s experiences even
after stopping suggest he has done this so many
times that he has opened something through
which he is now experiencing the dire
consequences.
In desperation Alex goes to see the doctor
several times only for the doctor to tell him that
there is no further help he can provide because
the paranormal experiences are beyond the
reach of Psychiatric help and the only other help
possible is from those involved with faith or
spiritualities.
Essentially the movie reaches its climax with Alex
consulting a spiritualist who tells him that whilst
he has experienced seeing shadow beings there
is a much more powerful one that is seeking to
gain full control of him. He is told he has to go
back to try and find out the name of the being so
it can be called out by name and rebuked.
When Alex performs another astral projection,
this time the being on the other side possesses
his body. The spiritualist then asks for its name
and it speaks out in an ancient language,
possibly Sumerian.
In the end after a torrid battle of wills the
spiritualist manages to exorcise the being for
good and Alex is able to move on in his life
without any more experiences. Well, that is what
the movie seems to imply.

Over the decades we have seen the rise of
meditative practices such as Yoga, Feng Shui
and the use of meditative techniques in sport
such as Athletics and Martial Arts as well as the
corporate world. All practices focus on the
concept of slowing does one breathing as a
means by which you bypass your physical
limitations to connect with your spiritual inner
being.
Now the challenge we used to get in regards to
warning about this is that meditation is also
practiced in scripture. There are numerous
experiences in the new testament where the
apostles talk about the importance of prayer,
fasting and meditation as a means by which to
draw closer to God. In fact the apostle Paul talks
about a man which actually had an “out of body”
experience where he went to Heaven and saw
things that he was unable to find words in the
Greek language to help describe what he
experienced when he came back to his body. (II
Corinthians 12:2)
So what is the difference? We will tell you what
the difference is.
Connecting with the spiritual world where it is
induced by the Holy Spirit provides the protection
needed so that you are not deceived by angels of
light posing as positive messengers or more so
by evil spirit beings that seek to take advantage
of human ignorance.
However when you attempt to connect with your
spirit man through your own self (“I AM”) then you
are exposing yourself to all the things about the
spiritual dimension that the Bible warns us about
and you are playing Russian roulette with both
your physical and spiritual self.
8
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Additionally, there are many authors or books
that seem to quote many passages from the
Bible yet seem to be steering you towards
connecting with the great divine and seemingly
suggesting you are connecting with the God of
the Bible when in fact the methods they teach are
new age movement principles cloaked with a
Christian outer covering.
It’s very important to realize when a gateway has
been established it is a spiritual struggle to close
it. We have been aware of people involved in
occultic practices who then received the gift of
salvation to follow Jesus who still were plagued
for a long time after by the consequences of their
previous occultic involvement.
It took more than just calling Jesus name during
the salvation process and thinking it would simply
make everything from the past vanish. The Bible
talks about the “Strong Man”, literally evil spirits
that have embedded themselves so deeply within
peoples lives that it takes continual prayer and
fasting to have them removed (Mark 3:27).
There are different ranks of fallen angels and
some of them present more resistance than
others and both the Old and New Testament talk
about this in detail in regards to the nature of our
spiritual warfare (Daniel 10) and that in some
cases certain chief fallen angels are seemingly
more powerful than some of the godly angelic
rank. Either that a lower rank cannot impose on
another higher rank since there was point in time
when both angel and fallen angel were all part of
God’s angelic order in heaven. It could be that
those ranks have always stood regardless of the
original rebellion in heaven.
Even for us watching these types of films, we
have to be careful not to be drawn in to the point
where it becomes an addiction watching them for
entertainment instead of having a Godly reason
for researching and highlighting the dangers so
that members can be better Bereans in avoiding
deception and the traps of the enemy. Afterall
these movies are mainly there to provoke fear
and curiosity.
This is why the apostle Paul admonishes us
about the weapons of our warfare and the need

to be vigilant and prepared lest the enemy
entraps and ensnares.
Whilst the practices of methods like Yoga and
deep meditation may seem innocent on the
surface, the truth is that these are simply
methods designed to pull people deeper into the
world of the occult so that their lives can be
damaged when they cross boundaries that
should never have been crossed.
Isaiah 8:19 ESV
“And when they say to you, “Inquire of the mediums and
the necromancers who chirp and mutter,” should not a
people inquire of their God? Should they inquire of the
dead on behalf of the living?”
Deuteronomy 18:9-14 ESV
“When you come into the land that the Lord your God is
giving you, you shall not learn to follow the abominable
practices of those nations. There shall not be found among
you anyone who burns his son or his daughter as an
offering, anyone who practices divination or tells fortunes or
interprets omens, or a sorcerer or a charmer or a medium
or a necromancer or one who inquires of the dead, for
whoever does these things is an abomination to the Lord.
And because of these abominations the Lord your God is
driving them out before you. You shall be blameless before
the Lord your God, …”
Ephesians 6:10-18 NIV
“Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put
on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand
against the devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against
flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark world and
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.
Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the
day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground,
and after you have done everything, to stand. Stand firm
then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with
the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your
feet fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of
peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with
which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil
one. Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the
Spirit, which is the word of God.”
II Corinthians 11:14 NIV
“For such men are false apostles, deceitful workers,
masquerading as apostles of Christ. And no wonder, for
Satan himself masquerades as an angel of light. 15It is not
surprising, then, if his servants masquerade as servants of
righteousness. Their end will correspond to their actions.…”

Hope you have enjoyed this issue and thanks for
supporting us.
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